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PROTECTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS IN TANZANIA MAINLAND- 

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

ESSAU A. SENGO
1
 

This paper centers its efforts on analyzing the legal framework governing protection of 

Geographical Indications in Tanzania mainland. It is undisputed fact that like many other African 

Countries, Tanzania had no specific legislation or legal instrument governing protection of 

Geographical Indications of origin despite the fact that it is a member state to various multi-

lateral agreements such as TRIPS agreement which vigorously emphasize on protection of GI’s 

as part of Intellectual Property Law. As a result of absence of protection to this category of IPR, 

Tanzania lacks myriads of advantages which are only open to the protected GI’s. The research 

exposes that as Tanzania is having variety of agricultural products and food staffs with unique 

and distinctive quality there is a prompt need for legislating special legal instrument which shall 

cover protection of Geographical Indications to the full range and substance as opposed to the 

current regime whereas protection is so provided under Trade Mark law. This shall exempt the 

agricultural products and food stuffs from counterfeits and unfair trading. The protection of GIs 

shall foster economic development to local and indigenous agricultural producers. 
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INTRODUCTION  

AN OVERVIEW OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND LAWS  

In recent years, the world has witnessed an increasing number of cross-border transactions. With 

the existing information technology and knowledge era, intellectual investment has been 

substantial important. Intellectual Property and related rights have developed as valuable 

commodities and are being severely protected (NDA, 2015). Collaboratively, intellectual 

property has been as a major piece of the new advancement across the world that is believed to 

enhance worth to creator and innovators in developing and developed nations as it is enclosed 

with the procedure of Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Law commonly referred as 

“TRIPS Agreements” (Makame, 2013). 

Intellectual Property law regulates the creation, use and exploitation of mental or creative 

labour.
2
 As of the one substantive law, intellectual property rights includes the rights relating to 

literary, artistic and scientific work, performance and performing artists, photographs and 

broadcasts-invention in all field of human endeavors, scientific discoveries, industrial design, 

trademarks, service marks and commercial names and designation- protection against unfair 

competition and all other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industry, scientific, 

literary or artistic field. 
3
  

 In respect to the attention and importance that intellectual property has gained, laws 

administering intellectual property rights are set up to provide approved expression to the good 

and financial privileges of makers in their manifestations and to the privileges of people in 

general in getting to those manifestations and to advance inventiveness, the dispersal and use of 

its outcomes as well as to empower reasonable exchange, which would add to financial and 

social advancement. Some of these benefits are mysterious, with licensed innovation rights, 

proprietors get certain selective rights (Adegoke, 2011). 

Intellectual property law has boundaries that incorporate privileges of attention, moral rights, 

misappropriation, unjustifiable rivalry, geographical indications, database assurance, permitting, 

                                                             
2 Lionel Bently and Brad Sherman(2001), p. 1 
3 See Article 2, para. Viii, of WIPO Convention (1967)  
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exchange dress, plant assortment security, coordinated circuit insurance, and copyright laws 

(Franklin, 2013). This signifies that, intellectual property law goes for safeguarding original 

intellectual creators and different producers of intellectual merchandise and benefits by 

conceding them certain time restricted rights to claim and control the utilization, reference and 

ownership of those manifestations. However, those rights don't make a difference to the physical 

objects in which the creation might be exemplified rather to the intellectual creation (BA, 2016). 

Intellectual property laws are extremely vulnerable to abuse (Morrissey, 2012). However, all 

intellectual property laws offers legal protection that is limited, either in duration such as patent 

and copyright and/or in scope such as fair use in copyright. Illegal use of protected intellectual 

property is considered as an infringement of the rights of the owner of particular property 

(O’Hara, 2004). 

The intellectual property law in Tanzania was presented in the times of colonialism. In 1922 

intellectual property enactments were presented. These enactments were Patent Act, the 

Trademark Act and Copyrights Act. However up to date intellectual property law requires 

particular enactment on geological indication security (Ndembeka, 2013). 

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS 

From the time when the adoption of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (the TRIPS Agreement) in 1994, which contains geographical indications (GIs), 

as a kind of intellectual property (IP) has pulled in expanding consideration from policymakers 

furthermore, exchange arbitrators, and additionally makers (for the most part of farming items), 

legal counselors and financial experts over the world (WIPO, 2002). 

Geographical indication is a place or nation’s name that recognizes an item to which quality, 

reputation or different attributes are inferable. A geographical indication signs to customers that 

the products/goods have exceptional qualities because of their geographical origin. Along these 

lines, geographical indication is more than an indication of source or provenance, it is a reference 

to a quality which stands Instead of a "made in" mark that does not allude to a specific quality 

(Vandecandelaere et al, 2010). 

Consumer product knowledge (awareness) impacts their basic decisions and their view of the 

product. Moreover, more proficient purchasers have better intellectual ability to assess near 
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choices (Awada and Yiannaka, 2011). In this setting of geographical indication naming, 

customers with larger amounts of geographic indications awareness can assess traceability names 

more precisely and turn out to be less positive and agreeable to non-marked products (Nabwire, 

2016).  

Through specific national laws, geographical indications could be used for a wide range of 

products, whether agricultural, manufactured or natural.  For the case of agricultural products, 

the potentials that derive from the place of origin and production including soil and climate are 

classified as specific local factors (Makame, 2013). 

Various studies have been conducted in Tanzania to analyse public awareness on geographical 

indication aspects and their advantages. Makame (2013) assessed the Effectiveness of 

Intellectual Property Laws in Zanzibar and found that Geographical indications in Tanzania 

mainland is still not known by majority of Tanzanians, though few of them have general 

awareness of intellectual property.  

Mevhibe and Ozdemir (2012) in their study entitled the Role of Geographical indication in Brand 

Making revealed that there is insufficient level of awareness on geographical indications that 

affect producers’ trust and brands in the market that needs to be raised through publicizing the 

benefits and necessities of geographical indications.  

Bagal and Vittori (2011) ascertain that Community is indirectly aware of geographical indication 

as consumers worldwide increasingly seek transparency and information on the quality of the 

goods they wish to purchase, as well as the production techniques and health effects, among 

other qualities. However most relevant is that these consumers must be sufficiently specific to 

differentiate it from other goods. 

Teuber (2011) connotes that awareness and knowledge on geographical indication among 

consumers is actually limited. Moreover, the willingness that consumers have to pay for 

protection is mainly driven by consumer perceptions and expectations towards the optimistic 

effects of geographical indications on the local national economy. Towards producer’s side, 

securing the established reputation against illegal use by fellow producers is most important for 

maintaining the quality of the product. 

Kotler and Gertner (2004) in the study country as brand, product and beyond figured out that 

whenever consumers are aware of the available products under geographical indication in their 
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area and their region portrays the quality of particular product, success of a marketing strategy 

based on the specific region becomes effective whereby certification labels takes parallel path 

with the branding strategy, mainly in building up the reputation and promotional activities. 

Rangnekar (2003) when assessing geographical indications for sustainable development noticed 

that despite the fact that unauthorized use of geographical indications by unlicensed parties is 

harmful to consumers and legitimate producers, consumers takes geographical indications as the 

source/origin and the quality of products in the market that which has added valuable reputations 

that, if not effectively protected, could be misrepresented by deceitful business men. 

 

DOES GIs SUFFICE TO BE ONE OF THE IPRs 

Geographical indication being one of the intellectual property faced myriads of challenges from 

legal scholars and other stake holders. This is because primafaciably, IP Law envisage the 

protection rendered to the intellect and intangible assets. The aforesaid doubt was cleared after 

GI to be recognized by international legal instruments such as Paris Convention
4
 and Lisbon 

Agreement.
5
     Geographical Indication is the names that are used to describe foods and other 

agricultural products that originate from particular geographical area.
6
 Also GI is defined to 

mean a sign used on products that have a specific geographical origin and possess qualities or a 

reputation that are due to that origin. The relationship between GI and other IPR’s falls on the 

fact that they share some pertinent issues on ownership aspect such as certification and collective 

marks the idea that rights are controlled by groups or collectives rather than individual.
7
  

 

 

 LEGAL AND RAGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

LAW IN TANZANIA  

                                                             
4 See Article 1 (3) of Paris Convention which includes Geographical Indication as one of Industrial Property which 
must be protected.  
5
 See Article………………….. of Lisbon Agreement. The agreement was concludes on 31

st
 October 1958 but it was 

revised in Stockholm on 14th July 1967 and amended on 28 September 1979. This agreement requires protection to 
the Appellation of origin which is a specific type of GI first in the country of origin before international protection is 
sought. 
6 Bently L and Sham B, (2014) Intellectual Property Law, 4th Edition. P. 1110 
7 Ibid  
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The substance of Intellectual property law in Tanzania is governed by different laws. The 

parliament had enacted number of laws which are providing for the IPRs some of which are 

colonial legacy and others are post-independence enactments. 

COPY RIGHT LAW IN TANZANIA.  

Copyright law in Tanzania is substantially governed by The Copyright and Neighboring Rights 

Act.
8
 The Copyright Act was enacted for the sake of making better provisions for copyright and 

neighboring rights in literary, artistic works, folklore and for related matters. En route to ensure 

that the copy rights in Tanzania are addressed and managed in proper manner in Tanzania, 

Copyright Society of Tanzania
9
was established to ensure that the objective of the Act is 

archived. The functions of COSOTA are to promote and protect the interests of authors, 

performers, translators, producers of sound recordings, broadcasters, publishers, and, in 

particular, to collect and distribute any royalties or other remuneration accorded to them in 

respect of their rights, to maintain registers of works, productions and associations of authors, 

performers, translators, producers of sound recordings, broadcasters and publishers; to search 

for, identify and publicize the rights of owners and give evidence of the ownership of these 

where there is a dispute or an infringement, to print, publish, issue or circulate any information, 

report, periodical, books, pamphlet, leaflet or any other material relating to 

Copyright and rights of performers, producers of sound recordings and broadcasters.
10

 

Copyright owners enjoy the right attached to the copyrighted work for different intervals 

depending on the circumstances.  If the owner of the copyrighted work is a natural person, 

protection of the copyrighted work is granted upon him for the duration of his lifetime plus fifty 

years after death.
11

 In the case of a work published anonymously or under a pseudonym, the 

economic and moral rights shall be protected for fifty years from the date on which the work was 

made, first made available to the public or first published, which ever. The duration of protection 

of copyrightable works is, in the case of natural person, life of the author plus fifty years. In the 

                                                             
8 Cap 218 [R.E. 2002] of the Laws of Tanzania. 
9 COSOTA is established under Section 47(1) of the Copyright Act  
10 Ibid Section 47 (a)-(e) 
11 See. Section 14(1)  of the Copyright and Neighboring Right Act  
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case of a legal person, or pseudonymous works, the duration of protection is fifty years from the 

date of publication.
12

 

TRADE MARK AND SERVICE MARKS LAW IN TANZANIA 

The Trade Mark and Service Marks in Tanzania are governed by the Trade and Service Mark 

Act.
13

 The Trade Mark and Service Mark Act possess the salient features which differentiate it 

from the former Trade Marks Ordinance. The Act establishes the office of registrar of trade and 

service marks who shall have all the powers conferred under the Act.
14

 The registrar of trade and 

service marks is also vested with the mandate to administer the Act. For an elaborate 

understanding, the Act must be read together with the Trade and Service Mark Regulations, 2000 

promulgated under the G.N. No. 40 of 2000.
15

 The major objective of the Act is to protect 

owners of marks from unscrupulous competitors who would prefer to take advantage of 

established business reputation of marks of other competitors.
16

 

The trade mark law in Tanzania is also governed by the Merchandise Mark Act of 1963
17

 which 

was established in 1963. As the requirement of the legislative process in Tanzania, the said Act 

did not commence its operation due to the non-publication to the government gazette.
18

 The 

Merchandise Mark Act was published in the government gazette on 1994.
19

 Despite being 

published in the government gazette, still the Merchandise Mark Act did not come into operation 

for lack of regulations to operationalize the said Act.
20

 The Merchandise Mark Regulations come 

into play in 2008 after the government of Tanzania to legislate the said regulations. The major 

objective of the Merchandise Mark Act is to combat the counterfeit activities in Tanzania. This 

legislation did not become operational until 15 April 2005
7 

due to the delay in the publication of 

the commencement notice in the official Gazette. The inordinate delay in the implementation of 

this legislation bemuses critics and some questioned the ability of an archaic legislation, enacted 

to address a problem in 1960’s to contain an escalating problem in this modern times of 

                                                             
12 Ibid S.14(3)  
13

 Cap 326 [R.E. 2002] 
14 See. Section 3of the Act  
15

 Mwakaje, S (2011), p. 19 
16 Ibid. page 20 
17 CAP 85 R.E [2002]   
18 Mrema, A, Recent Legislative Changes in Trade Mark Law in Tanzania. p. 2 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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information technology.
8 

In response to the criticism, the legislation was amended in 2007 by the 

Written Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No.2) Act, 2007.
21

  

Tanzania is a member state to the Nice Agreement concerning the International Classification of 

Goods and Services for the Purposes of Registration of Marks.
22

 The ratification of the 

agreement by Tanzania was intended to provide for the domestic legislative instrument which 

shall reflect the classification of trademarks and service marks as per Nice Agreement standards.  

At international level, The Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
23

 provides for 

the standards to be met by all member states in protection of trade marks by domesticating the 

international standards into national laws. Tanzania is a signatory to the TRIPS agreement and 

hence it is expected to manifest international standards in protecting the Trade Marks. 

PATENT LAW IN TANZANIA MAINLAND  

Patent may be elaborated to mean, a limited monopoly that is granted in return for the disclosure 

of technical information.
24

 For a technical information or procedure to be eligible for patent, it is 

imperative that the applicant disclose his invention for the sake of being used by a person skilled 

in the art.
25

 There has always been unsettled fact and jurisprudential rationale for patent.
26

 Some 

proponents of patent protection have emphasized on the natural rights of inventors to products of 

their mental labour
27

 while others advocates for patent protection on the basis that inventor’s 

contribution should be recognized by the grant of the reward. 
28

 Specifically, the Patent legal 

regime in Tanzania is governed by the Patents Act, Cap 217 [R.E. 2002]. The Act establishes the 

office of the Registrar of Patents and provides for the patents registration procedures. The thrust 

                                                             
21 Ibid. 
22 Nice Agreement was signed in 1957 but undergone some amendments in 1979. The Nice Agreement entered 
into force in Tanzania effectively on 14th September 1999. 
23 It includes Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization of 15 April 1994. ( which includes 

annexes of the Agreement on Trade‐Related Investment Measures; General Agreement on Trade in Services; and 

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) which came into force on 1st January 1995.  

24
 Lionel Bently and Brad Sherman(2001), p. 379 

25 Ibid  
 
26See R. Merges, Justifying Intellectual Property(2011) 
27 F. Machlup and E. Pensrose, ‘The Patent Controversy,’ (1950) J Econ Hist 1, 11-17 
28 Ibid  
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of the Act is to promote creativity, innovation and facilitation of technology acquisition through 

the grant and regulation of patents, utility certificates and innovation certificates.
29

 

As regard to the time limit of which the protection sought is granted, the Act provides 

categorically the patent protection is granted for the period of 20 years only. The Act provides a 

framework through which inventors are allowed to claim exclusive rights over their inventions, 

hence forbidding others from using the inventions without their prior permission. As an 

exchange for the exclusive rights granted by the government, the inventor is under the obligation 

to make a full disclosure of his/her invention such that upon reading it, others in the same field of 

practice may grasp the sense and applicability of the invention.
30

 The Patent Act is 

operationalizing by the Patent Regulations of 1994.
31

 

The Paris Convention on Protection of Industrial Property
32

 provide for the legal protection of 

patent as one of the industrial property IP regime. Tanzania is a member state to the Paris 

Convention and thus it is to manifest and offer the legal protection as per the Paris Convention. 

Tanzania further is a member state to the Patent Cooperative Treaty (PCT).
33

 This international 

multi-lateral treaty intended to provide for the legal frame work for the online patent application 

and to protect the petty/trivial inventions through utility certificates.
34

 

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR IP ADMINISTRATION IN TANZANIA 

MAINLAND  

The administration of intellectual property matters in Tanzania is done through various 

institutions according to the distribution conferred by the relevant legislature. The following 

briefly highlights the institutional framework for the IP administration in Tanzania.  

BUSINESS REGISTRATIONS AND LICENSING AGENCY (BRELA) 

The Business Registrations and Licensing Agency (BRELA) is an Executive Agency under the 

Ministry of Industry and Trade responsible for business administration and regulation of the 

                                                             
29

 Mwakaje, S (2011) p. 20 
30 Ibid  
31 GN No 490 
32 The convention was signed in 20th March 1883 
33 This Treaty came into existence and operation in 1970 and come in force in Tanzania on 14th September 1999 
34 Mwakaje, S.J (2011) p. 26 
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laws; namely Companies Registration, Business Names Registration, Trade and Service Marks 

Registration, granting of Patents and issuing of Industrial License. It was established under the 

Government Executive Agencies Act No. 30 of 1997 and formally launched on 3rd December 

1999. BRELA deals with industrial properties as one of the IP aspects. Behind establishment of 

BRELA, Tanzania government embraced market economy policies, as it is a catalyst to 

sustainable economic development, resulting in competition in the markets for both goods and 

services. Competition in turn leads to product and systems innovations for better quality products 

and services in the market and also value for money, all for the benefit of consumers. However 

regulation and facilitation are necessary ingredients for a vibrant, sustainable and effective 

market economy, to ensure participants in the market economy can compete fairly.  In 

consideration thereof the Tanzania government, as part of its civil service reform, decided to 

establish Government Executive Agencies, among which is the Business Registrations and 

Licensing Agency (BRELA).
35

 

 

COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF TANZANIA 

As reiterated previously, COSOTA is established under Section 46 of the Copyright and 

Neighboring rights Act.
36

 COSOTA deals with administration of Copyrights and related rights.
37

 

The society is a body corporate having perpetual succession and a common seal, capable of suing 

and be sued and of purchasing or otherwise acquiring, holding and alienating movable or 

immovable property, and subject to the provisions of the said Act, capable of doing or 

performing all such acts or things as bodies corporate may by law do or perform.
38

 COSOTA has 

the following function:  The functions of COSOTA are to promote and protect the interests of 

authors, performers, translators, producers of sound recordings, broadcasters, publishers, and, in 

particular, to collect and distribute any royalties or other remuneration accorded to them in 

respect of their rights, to maintain registers of works, productions and associations of authors, 

performers, translators, producers of sound recordings, broadcasters and publishers; to search 

                                                             
35 http://leaplatform.org/overview-of-intellectual-property-legal-policy-institutional-regime-in-tanzania/ accessed 
on 17/06/2017 
36 CAP 218 [ R.E 2002 ] 
37  Mwakaje, S (2011) p. 20 
38 Section 46 of the Copyright and Neighboring rights Act  

http://leaplatform.org/overview-of-intellectual-property-legal-policy-institutional-regime-in-tanzania/
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for, identify and publicize the rights of owners and give evidence of the ownership of these 

where there is a dispute or an infringement, to print, publish, issue 

or circulate any information, report, periodical, books, pamphlet, leaflet or any other material 

relating to Copyright and rights of performers, producers of sound recordings and broadcasters.
39

 

In addition to the above IP administration in Tanzania, some of the IPRs are administered by 

various ministries. Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment deals with the administration and 

implementation of the TRIPS agreement while the Ministry of Agriculture deals with the Plants 

Bleeders’ Protection.
40

 

 

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS OF ORIGIN IN TANZANIA  

General Overview  

Understandably, GI is any geographical name or sign (symbols, icons etc.,) affixed to a good 

which conveys geographical information that is useful in identifying the origin, reputation and/or 

qualities of the product.
41

 The international recognition for the use of GIs to differentiate goods 

dates as far back as 19th Century. Since then, their importance has progressively grown. In the 

last decade and a half, in particular, there has been heightened interest following the inclusion of 

GIs as protectable subject matter under the TRIPS Agreement. The increasing interest and use of 

GIs, however, also signals their increasing commercial importance, at least for some players, 

which parallels the increased interest and use of other types of intellectual property (IP) rights. In 

the main, while manufactured or industrial products can also benefit from GI protection, the vast 

majority of GI protection relates to agricultural products in the foods and beverages category.
42

 

GIs may be protected through various legal mechanisms.  However, international IP institutions 

recommend for about three mechanisms. Today, international IP and related laws offer two main 

options for GI protection. These include (a) defense against unfair competition; and (b) positive 

protection through registration mainly under sui generis systems or through trademarks.
43

 

                                                             
39 Ibid. Section 47 
40 Mwakaje, S.J (2011) p. 24 
41 Larson, J(2007) p. 2  
 
42 Musungu,S.F (2008) p. 2 
43 Larson(2007) p.1  
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The development of GI protection has a long way back in 1883 after adoption of the Paris 

Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property. Article 1.2 of the Paris Convention required 

the member states to ensure protection of indication of source and appellation of origin. The 

major objective of this requirement was to ensure that at all the time there exist a fair and honest 

competition including protection of final users from any misleading which may be attributed by 

the business dealers.
44

 Specifically, Article 10bis of the Convention defines an act of unfair 

competition as “any act of competition contrary to honest practices in industrial and commercial 

matters”. Acts specifically prohibited by the Paris Convention include, among others, 

“indications or allegations the use of which in the course of trade is liable to mislead the public 

as to the nature, the manufacturing process, the characteristics, the suitability for their purpose, 

or the quantity, of the goods.”
4546

 

Subsequent to the Paris Convention (1883), other international multilateral agreements emerged 

in protecting GIs and Appellations of origin. In 1891, the Madrid Agreement for the Repression 

of False or Deceptive Indications of Source on Goods of 1891 (hereinafter “the Madrid 

Agreement on Indications of Source”) and the Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of 

Appellations of Origin and their International Registration (hereinafter “the Lisbon Agreement”) 

provided additional protection.
47

 Despite of being supplement to the Paris Convention, the two 

conventions faced a somewhat challenge for reluctant of WIPO members to adopt and apply the 

conventions. It is a record that, The Madrid Agreement on Indications of Source has only 35 

members while the Lisbon Agreement has 26 members out of the 184 Members of WIPO, the 

organization that administers the Agreement.
48

  

Before the TRIPS agreement, there was also a multiplicity of regional and bilateral agreements 

on GIs involving both developed and developing countries as well as product specific treaties.
49

 

One of the earliest bilateral agreements is the 1932 Convention between El Salvador and France 

concerning the Protection of Appellations of Origin. Product specific agreements included the 

International Convention for the Use of Appellations D’Origine and Denominations of Cheeses 

                                                             
44

 Article of 10 and 11 of the Paris Convention of 1883 
45 Ibid. Article 10 
46 Musungu, S.F (2008) p. 3 
47 Ibid.  
48 Musungu, S.F (2008) p.3 
49 See WTO documents IP/C/W/85 and IP/C/W/85/Add.1. 
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commonly known as the Stresa Convention of 1951 and the International Agreement on Olive 

Oil and Table Olives of 1986.
50

 

Geographical Indication and TRIPS Agreement 

TRIPS agreement is said to be the truly multi-lateral agreement which provide for both, first, 

comprehensive definition of GS and second, protection of the same.
51

 Article 22 of the TRIPS 

agreement provides for the protection of both GIs and Appellations of origin on the WTO 

member states against any unfair competition. Under the agreement, it is a justified action to 

refuse registration of Trade Mark which suggests the geographical indication. In the case GI is 

legally protected, GI owners therefore are entitled to a negative right over the protected GI 

meaning that they have no exclusive right over the same.  

In additional, though not very much the case in this paper, TRIPS agreement provides for the 

WTO member states to protect to provide legal means for “interested parties to prevent use of a 

geographical indication identifying wines for wines not originating in the place indicated by the 

geographical indication in question or identifying spirits for spirits not originating in the place 

indicated by the geographical indication in question, even where the true origin of goods is 

indicated or the geographical indication is used in translation or accompanied by expressions 

such as “kind”, “type”, “style”, “imitation” or the like.”
52

 

 

TANZANIA’S MEMBERSHIP TO THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS 

PROVIDING FOR THE PROTECTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS 

 It is well known unequivocally that, Tanzania’s efforts to protect the geographical indication of 

origin are to be commended. That is due to the sole fact that Tanzania had adopted majority of 

international multi-lateral agreements in respect of GI protection. Tanzania had adopted the Paris 

Convention on Protection of Industrial Property of 1883 which stressed much on its member 

states to ensure protection of geographical indication. The Paris Convention officially entered 

into force in Tanzania in June 26 1963.
53

 The convention provided for the protection of 

indication of source and appellation of origin. 

                                                             
50 Musungu, S.F(2008) p.3  
51 Ibid. p.4  
52 Article 23 of the TRIPS agreement.  
53 Mwakaje, S.J(2011) p.26 
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Also Tanzania adopted the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization of 

15 April 1994 which includes annexes of the Agreement on Trade‐Related Investment Measures; 

General Agreement on Trade in Services; and Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights.  These conventions had its official reception date in Tanzania that is 

January 1 1995. The major objective of this convention is to develop a local legislative 

framework on IPR that is compliant to the virtues of the TRIPs Agreement.
54

 

En route to ensure more protection of geographical indication of origin, Tanzania adopted the 

WIPO Convention of 1967 which aimed at developing a local legislative and institutional 

framework on IPR that in line with the WIPO’s mandate. This very convention entered into force 

in Tanzania in 30
TH

 December 1983.  

Tanzania is a member state
55

 to the World Intellectual Property Organization which is one of the 

United Nation Agencies of which its primary aim is to administer IP matters and protection of 

the same worldwide including GI’s.
56

 That being the case WIPO administers about 26 

international treaties including TRIPS agreement which stressed much on the significance of 

protecting GI’s.
57

 It is much expected for the WIPO member states to ensure protection of GI on 

their national laws.  

At the regional level, African Region Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) is an 

intergovernmental organization which was established in 1976. The major aim of the 

organization is to develop, harmonize and promote intellectual property to the member states.
58

 

Tanzania is the member state to the ARIPO among other 19 members to the organization and 

hence compelled to ensure that IPR’s are perfectly protected.
59

 Geographical indication may be 

protected through myriads of methods including the act of passing off,
60

 trade mark, collective 

marks and certification or by applying the so called sui generis system as recommended by the 

TRIPS agreement.
61

 

                                                             
54

 Ibid.  
55 Tanzania ratified the WIPO Convention of 1967 on December 30 1983. See Mwakaje S, p. 27 
56 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Intellectual_Property_Organization. Accessed on 25th January 2017 at 
10:19am.   
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In the case of bilateral agreement, most of these agreements which Tanzania is a signatory; focus 

on protecting investment in terms of IPR assets. Hence no specific bilateral agreement which is 

established in protecting the GIs.  

 

 

THE LAW GOVERNING PROTECTION OF GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION IN 

TANZANIA  

The concept of geographical indications is not novel in Tanzania legal system. GIs are 

recognized by the Trade and Service Marks Act of 1986. The registrar of trademarks is granted 

power to refuse registration of any mark which may cause confusion the consumers as to the 

geographical indication.
62

 All other IP legislations such as Fair Competition Act,
63

 The 

Merchandise Act
64

 e.t.c are silent on protection of GIs in Tanzania.  

IS THE LAW GOVERNING GI IN TANZANIA ADEQUATE? 

Having noted the legal protection of GI in Tanzania, it is of paramount importance to make an 

analysis as to whether the existing legal mechanism for GI protection is adequate. The fact that 

GI is not provided for by many of the IPLs it is a clear proof that the law governing GI is not 

exhaustive and effective. The protection of GIs in Tanzania as provided by the trademark law 

cannot offer  which had unequivocally proved to fail offering of effective protection due to the 

fact that trademarks and GIs are having many points of conflicts unless otherwise the same is so 

modified.(Flodgren J, 2009) Various researches had exposed that that protecting GIs via TM law 

is not recommended for various reasons one being that GIs and trademarks represent different 

spheres of distinguishing marks, and the efforts to protect them sometimes create conflicts. Such 

conflicts arise, i.e between trademarks and protected GIs for identical/similar products, which 

contain the same sign. Determining who should have the right to use that sign as trademark or GI 

is difficult, but nevertheless important. The question whether exclusivity of a registered 

trademark trumps a later-in-time protected GI is also of great significance. The conflicts that 

arise can be settled from either a trademark perspective or a GI perspective and, depending on 

which perspective is used, conflicts will be dealt with differently. It is, in essence, a matter of 

either granting exclusive rights to either the trademark or the GI according to a “first-in-time, 
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first-in-right” scheme, or granting the GI exclusive rights, without taking possible prior 

trademarks into account, or prescribing a co-existence of the trademark and the GI.
65

 Trademark 

law itself sometimes hinders producers of GI labeled goods to use the GI relating to the goods. 

Since GIs commonly entail geographical references, such as names of regions or cities, they 

cannot be registered under trademark law since such names are in nature descriptive.
66

 

Also GIs are classified as a type of industrial property that is separate or distinct from 

trademarks. GIs, unlike trademarks, cannot be freely transferred from one owner to another 

because the user needs to have the appropriate association with the geographical region and if 

there are any particular production practices of the region, they must be complied with. (Sheldon 

L, 2004)  

For the GI to be protected in any jurisdiction, it is mandatory requirement that the same should 

be established. The IP laws in Tanzania do not address the mode of which GI projects may be 

established for the sake of seeking the legal protection. Despite exposes of myriads of researches 

that Tanzania has various products which qualify to be recognized as GIs such as Kyela rice, 

(Innocensia J et al, 2016) the same may not be effectively protected for lack of legal framework 

for perpetuating protection. In turn to that, the indigenous do not enjoying the advantages of the 

GIs.  

The advantage of establishing the GI projects is to ensure that the local producers of the GI 

products meet the agreed standards for the sake of facing the markets and strive on the 

competition. Failure to establish the GI may be perpetuated by bundle of factor one being costs 

associated to the establishment of the GIs. This is due to the undisputed fact that like most and 

perhaps all IPRs, GI protection also comes with significant inherent costs. It is imperative to 

careful scrutinize the costs as part of a well-informed debate on GIs. Researches show that the 

benefit of GI protection must be considered against these costs, primarily the effect of GI 

protection on competition and other public interest-related issues such as freedom of expression 

in commercial and non-commercial settings.  

Developing, registering and enforcing, through litigation or other administrative action, a GI can 

be time consuming and costly. The actual costs for each product will vary depending on many 

factors including the market structure, consumer knowledge and perceptions, level of misuse 
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etc., The higher these costs are the less likely it is that it will be a viable avenue for use by 

African producers especially small groups.(Musungu. F, 2008) 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Having studying in detail about the IP law in Tanzania in general and the challenges in 

protecting GIs, it is of paramount importance to recommend for the way forward for the future 

betterment for both local producers and the government.  

The government should establish the sui generis system for protection of GIs in Tanzania. This is 

because the protection of GI through sui generis system is tailored specifically for it provides 

extensive and stronger protection of GI as against the Trademark Law.
67

 Sui generis system 

protects GIs by using the notions of Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) and Protected 

Geographical Indication (PGI). PDOs and PGIs need to be registered in order to be protected as 

GIs, but they cannot refer to wine or spirits.
68

 

The Government should also promptly initiate the move to put in place an exhaustive Industrial 

Property Law for it is the chinwags that the same is already drafted but it is still not in operative 

for want of legislative process compliance issues. The Industrial Property should come up with 

the pure GI recognition in respect of how to establish GIs, administration, financial provisions 

and all other relevant provisions to accommodate the GI issues. The laws should allow the 

enactment of subsidiary legislations for establishment of different GI schemes which shall 

accommodate the legal frameworks to be complied by the respective local community in meeting 

the stipulated standards.  

There are significant technical and capacity needs which have to be addressed at different levels 

of developing and using a GI as well as setting up a national protection system. Thus the 

availability of technical assistance and capacity building resources both for producer groups as 

well as the relevant government agencies is an important strategic and policy consideration. 

(Musungu, 2008)  
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To reiterate and stress the aforementioned recommendation, Tanzania should adopt the TRIPS 

Agreement mechanism for protection of GIs which is through Sui Generis system as against the 

current protection which is afforded by the Trade Marks Act which had unequivocally proved to 

lack offering of effective legal protection to GIs. The existing Trademark law is to large extent 

covered the trademarks law and not GIs.   

In alternative, the government of Tanzania may expand the scope of protection offered by the 

trademark law to accommodate the effective protection to the GIs. This is to somewhat simple 

since there is no need to undertake the entire legislative process but rather to initiate the move to 

make some amendments and appendages to the existing trademark law. This means all other 

stuffs shall retain their status such as administration and modes of disputes settlements. 
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